
Top Ten Reasons to Upgrade from Sage PFW ERP  
to a New Sage ERP Solution

Plan your upgrade today!

Sage is making it easy 
and affordable to move 
to a modern ERP solution. 
Contact your authorized 
Sage business partner or 
call Sage directly to ask 
about our promotions and 
available solutions.
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1. Apply proven best practices. Leveraging the experience of our 75,000 North American ERP customers,  
Sage ERP solutions are preconfigured with best-in-class workflows and reporting templates straight out of the 
box that can be customized to meet your specific business needs.

2. Support current and future business growth. Sage ERP solutions offer extended flexibility and scale to 
handle increasing numbers of transactions, users, and locations and provide the ability to support multiple 
languages, multiple currencies, and intercompany transactions.

3. Easy to use. Sage ERP solutions are role-based and offer on-screen guidance and one-click access to any 
functions in the system. Customizable Visual Process Flows provide a graphical representation of even the most 
sophisticated workflows, providing a clear view of what needs to be accomplished.

4. In-depth functionality. Rich, in-depth core financial functionality and complementary features such as  
credit card processing are already built in. Sage offers solutions designed specifically for companies  
operating in distribution, manufacturing, and services to provide  
industry-specific functionality. 

5. Eliminate data silos. Sage ERP solutions connect to CRM, 
payroll, HR, Sage Fixed Assets, payment services, and more, 
making the cross-functional integration of your ERP system a reality. 

6. Connect to cloud services. Sage Cloud Services extend your 
ERP solution to integrate seamlessly with hosted third-party 
applications including freight and shipping, sales tax calculations, 
account monitoring and alerts, and payment processing.

7. Extend through our large ecosystem of third-party solution 
providers. Easily integrate information and automate business 
processes with extended solutions including EDI, e-commerce, 
bar codes, Point of Sale (POS), and complete suites for discrete 
and process manufacturing.

8. Mobile access. Mobile CRM puts the right customer information into the hands of your sales team at the right 
time to help increase customer service and drive sales. And with mobile payments, you can collect money due 
anytime, anywhere with a smartphone or tablet. 

9. Flexible deployment options. Sage ERP solutions are built using industry-standard technology, and most of 
them can be deployed on premises or in a hosted environment.

10. Flexible pricing options. Choose the payment model that works best for your business with options to buy 
perpetual licenses up front or to utilize subscription-based pricing. The Sage Investment Protection Program 
(SIPP) provides trade-in credits for both purchase options.


